for example to linear combinations of the partial sums (or the remainders) of (1) and (11). We can also study the distribution functions in (-0, + co) of the partial sums and of the remainders of the seriesEckeCkt with linearly independent exponents. We obtain the results parallel to the ones given above but with easier proofs.3 The infinite products 11(1 + ia-cos ntx) can also be used to obtain a simple proof of the theorem of Banach asserting the existence of continuous functions with prescribed Fourier coefficients at lacunary places. To these and other problems we shall return elsewhere.
1. The importance of projective transformations' in dynamics was brought out by Appell in 1889. If (q5, AV) are the rectangular components of any po'sitional field of force in the plane, the corresponding equations of motion of a particle of unit mass are d2x
d (tY 2y dt= +(X'y) = /(x, y),
If an arbitrary point transformation, unaccompanied by any change in the time, is applied, the new differential equations will usually involve not only x and y, but also the velocity components dx/dt, dy/dt. In fact, the only exception is where the point transformation is merely affine.
Appell showed that if a general collineation 
where the capital letters denote minors in the determinant (alb2cO).
The trajectories of the original field are converted by the collineation into the trajectories of the new field. Also the directions of the forces are projectively related. However, the vector transformation induced by the collineation between the two fields of force is not projective, but is actually a cubic transformation.
2. Appell proved the following converse theorem. The only transformations of the form
which convert every set of differential equations of the form (1) into one of the same form are those defined by (2) and (3).
3. Upon eliminating the time t from the differential equations (1), the differential equation of third order defining the co trajectories of a positional field of force is -y'4))y"' =[iP + (/v_-c)y' -byy'2]y"f -36yt"2. (7) Kasner proved that the only point transformations (or contact transformations) which convert every trajectory system of a positional field of force defined by a third order differential equation of the form (7) into a trajectory system of the same form are the collineations.2 4. We shall consider the transformation theory of other noteworthy systems of curves connected with a positional field of force, namely, brachistochrones, catenaries and velocity-curves. In order to do this in a simple manner, it is found convenient to discuss the transformation theory of certain systems Sk which include the four systems of physical interest as special cases.3
A system Sk in a given positional field of force consists of curves along which a constrained motion is possible so that the pressure P is proportional to the normal component N of the force vector. Thus P = kN.
The differential equation of third order defining, a system Sk of o I curves is 6k -yy")y"' = ky-+ (14-)y)y'2-V y -3q5 + ( ) +2Y°ytt (8) where 2 k + 1 (9) The four cases of physical interest are k = 0 or n = 2 gives So, the system of trajectories.. k = -2 or n _-2 gives S-2, the system of brachistochrones. k = 1 or n = 1 gives S1, the system ofcateries. k = X or n = 0 gives S., the system of velocity curves.
5. We shall establish the following result. Except for the system So of trajectories, the only point transformations (or contact transformations) which convert every system Sk of curves into a system Skare the similitudes.
In particula, the similitudes are the only contact transformations which carry every system of brachistochrones, or catenaries, or velocity curves into a system of brachistochrones, or catenaries, or velocity systems, respectively.
6. In order to prove this result, we observe in the first place that any system Sk possesses the Property r (that is, the focal locus of the osculating parabolas of the trajectories passing through a given lineal element E is a circle passing through the point of E). Any system of curves with the Property I is said to be of the type (G). This (G) type is defined by the differential equation of third order ylt = G(x, y, y')y" + H(x, y, y')y"2.
(10) Kasner proved that the only contact transformations which send every system of co curves of the type (G) into a system of the type (G) are the collineations and correlations.
7. We shall verify that the collineation. (2) actually leaves the type (G) unchanged.4
The first three extensions of the collineation (2) are yi dY C1(y-xy') + B1 + Aly' dX C2(y -xy') + B2 + A2y" Thus we have verified that the collineations and correlations leave the (G) type unchanged. Therefore the only possible contact transformations that send every system Sk of oo3 curves into a system Sk are the collineations and correlations.
9. Next we observe that any system Sk possesses the Property II, which may be stated in the following manner. At any point 0, the tangent of the angle which the focal circle makes with the given element is to the tangent of the angle which the given element makes with a certain direction fixed at 0 of slope w(x, y) (the direction of the acting force), as 3 is to n + 1, that is, as 3k + 3 is to k + 3. This means analytically that H has the form H-
3___
(n -2)(1 + y'w)
-H(+y'12)(y'I-w) 7 It is eident that the correlations do not preserve systems with Properties I and II. For H and G are interchanged under the Legendre transformation and hence the special function H becomes an arbitrary function G.
Finally the only coUineations which preserve the systems with Properties (2) (unless the field of force has constant slope =4:i which possibility is excluded from consideration). Therefore any such collineation is necessarily a similitude.
As it is evident that similitudes do preserve the systems'Sk, it follows that the proof of the Theorem of Section 5 is complete. a Kasner, "Physical Curves," these PROCEEIDINGS, 33, 346-351 (1947 When luminous organisms are extracted with water or saline solutions one usually obtains in the crude preparation a temporary emission of light which disappears rapidly. In all but five of some twenty-one groups of luminous forms the light-emitting system is destroyed by the extraction procedures. Some of the difficulties are exemplified by the system which has been extracted from the crustacean, Cypridina hilgendorfii. Here, Harvey' demonstrated that the substrate for the reaction, luciferin, was highly unstable in the presence of air. The oxidation which occurred, however, could be reversed by simple reductants provided the compound did not remain in the oxidized state for too long a period. In the presence of the enzyme, luciferase, however, an oxidation occurred, accompanied by light production, which was not reversible by simple reductants.2 The degradation of a ketohydroxy side chain on the luciferin molecule has been presented as a possible explanation of this irreversible reaction.3 Since purified Cypridina luciferin was shown to contain labile phosphate, it has been postulated that the energy derived from the breakdown of the side chain is conserved as phosphate bond energy.4 This suggestion accounts
